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Kasauli is the place where most of the tourists head every vacation to explore its virgin beauty and
get relaxed of their hectic schedules. The place has unspoiled beauty and mansions that were made
during Victorian era that have enough mesmerizing effect on oneâ€™s mind to revive the weariest souls.
Away from crowded city life, this peaceful hill station will surely make you feel at home with yourself.

The way the number of tourists visiting Kasauli is increasing every year, in the same manner the
number of Kasauli hotels and resorts has increased. In the last one decade, the number of Kasauli
hotels is doubled the number it used to be before. Not only have the hotels increased in quantity but
also in quality. Today one can enjoy world class facilities in these hotels which cater to every big
and small request of the guests.

The Kasauli hotels have everything today; right from the view, good cooperative and friendly staff to
modern and state of the art amenities like satellite television in rooms, wi-fi facilities, sauna bath,
Jacuzzi, swimming pool, fitness center, gaming zone gourmet restaurants, bars and coffee houses.
Right from size of the room to amenities of the Kasauli hotels, the tourist can select everything.

There are plenty resorts come up in the recent past in Kasauli. These resorts offer five and three
star services and even have cottage living as an option. Some of the resorts worth mentioning
would be Kasauli Resort, Hill Pride Resort, Alpine Hill Resort, Kenwood Resort and the Bird View
Resort. In comparison to Kasauli hotels, these resorts are situated away from the hush push of the
city life and thus offer a peaceful environment to the tourists. That is in fact one of the many reasons
why today tourists prefer staying in these resorts instead of the Kasauli hotels.

However, those who prefer staying close to the old town to get the real feel of the place, to mingle
amongst the locals and understand the true colors of Kasauli, these hotels are the perfect choce.
Some of the prominent Kasauli hotels that one can opt for during a visit in the town are Kasauli
Castle, Winnies Holiday Inn, Alasia Hotel, Kasauli Regency, Hotel Aachal and R Maiden. These
Kasauli hotels offer all prominent services that one requires other than giving the feeling of being at
home. So head to Kasauli and rejuvenate yourself.
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Julia Gabriel - About Author:
Book a Kasauli Hotels online with MakeMyTrip. Luxury hotels in Kasauli are available at budget
rates. Cheap hotel deals on star hotels, economical hotels and online reservation of Kasauli hotel
rooms.
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